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NAFTA Trade Corridor

n Installation by Pamela Calore
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Introduction

n My current work specifically focuses on the movement of freight, following the truck route from 
Laredo, TX to Kansas City, MO and then beyond into Canada.  The documentary video work 
places the audience on the road with cheap commodities manufactured by multinational 
companies using slave labor.   By shedding light on the NAFTA highway, I hope to expose the 
loss of American jobs to out-sourcing,  environmental consequences such as the alterations of 
the land by building bigger ports , and an  increase in the privatization of Mexican ports and 
United States highways.

n By using the mediums of collage, painting, video and installation, I hope to reflect social and 
cultural attitudes characteristic of the blending of global societies.  My current focus is an 
investigation into the transportation industry.  Having grown up within that culture, my work 
has a strong documentary dimension and strives to highlight the importance of global 
transportation in society today. 
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Topics

n Transport of Goods Into The United States

n NAFTA

n The Maquiladora
n NAFTA Shipments

n Trucking 

n The Privatization of Mexican Ports and United States Highways
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Transport of Goods Into The United States

n Globalization has grown since the 15th century, 
but some argue that it really began at the 
beginning of the nineteenth century when the 
United State became an industrialized power.  
The industry  created a market for many goods 
such as motor vehicles, textiles, apparel, and 
electrical appliances manufactured here in the 
United States.

n A flow of goods has continuously entered the 
United States on the east coast through ports 
located in Virginia, Georgia and New York 
since  colonial times.  The east coast ports are 
generally tied to European trade, but are now 
receiving traffic from major shippers from Asia 
through the Panama Canal looking to avoid the 
west coast congestion.  Improvements are 
underway to handle the new traffic.

n On the west coast, goods arrive from the Far 
East into San Pedro, which is the port for Los 
Angeles.   It has been an active shipping center 
since 1897, and today is the most important 
port on the west coast of the United States.  

n Shipments arriving from the Far East to US 
ports on the Pacific are moved in trucks along a 
west- east coast axis. The main routes are I-40 
and I-10 and north on I-5.

n
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NAFTA

n The North American Free Trade Agreement went into effect in 1994, shortly after being signed 
by President Clinton in 1993. The goal of NAFTA between the three countries of Canada, the 
United States and Mexico was to eliminate restrictions such as the Mexican tariffs on the flow 
of goods, services and investments in North America.

n Within a decade of signing NAFTA, the United States has experienced a global increase in 
trade deficit, and loss of jobs in all 50 states. Many manufacturing corporations have closed 
their plants and moved to Mexico. They opened factories, called Maquiladoras across the 
Mexican border. 
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The Maquiladoras

n Maquiladoras  are pristine, heavily guarded and well-maintained buildings placed up on the top of the hills in cities such as 
Tijuana, Tecate and Jurerez. The workers live below the factories in houses made from discarded material from the factories; 
they often do not have electricity or running water. The pollution from the factories is so great that there are a large number of 
babies being born with birth defects such as spinal bifida and anencephaly.

n In addition to low wages and substandard living conditions, the working conditions are also poor. The workers who do not live 
below the factories are transported to work by bus. The work hours are long, and often the workers suffer from sexual 
harassment and work related injuries.

n The Maquiladoras where originally created in 1965 on the heels of the bracero program set up by United States companies to 
take advantage of cheap labor by undocumented workers. The Mexican government placed the Maquiladoras near the border 
to create jobs for the influx of off-season bracero workers and to entice Mexican and American companies to the region. 

n The Institute for Agriculture and Trade reported that the average hourly wage in the United States in 1993 (the year of NAFTA) 
was $10.97 an hour compared to the average of  .75 an hour U.S. companies paid the Maquiladora factory workers (1).

n In 1993, General Motors was the largest private employer in Mexico, and each of the top 100 corporations in the U.S. had at 
least one plant operating in Mexico (2).

n Today, approximately 3,000 Maquiladora are currently operating along the 2,000-mile border that stretches from California to 
Texas. 

n In recent years the Mexicans  who live and work along the border have faced even harsher circumstances.  The Maquiladoras 
in Baja California lost 61,653 jobs and 88 factories closed due to the recession in the U.S. and a stronger Peso (3). Some 
plants have packed up and moved to the even-lower-wage regions of China and further south to Central America.

n Enrique Davalos, an activist for the Maquiladora workers, says even the Chinese are now exploring ways in which they can 
exploit the NAFTA stranglehold on Mexicans for their purposes by getting around U.S. trade restrictions, etc. (4).
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Maquiladora
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NAFTA Shipments

n In the last ten years, due to the increasing NAFTA shipments coming from China, the 
demands on the Los Angeles ports have exceeded their capability.  Many ships are left 
waiting outside the port, and some have been turned away in search of other port locations 
such as Mexican ports.

n There is a plan on the NASCO (North America's Super Corridor 
n Coalition) website indicating the mission of building an "international, integrated and secure, 

multi-modal transportation system" from the Lazaro Cardenas port in Mexico through Kansas 
City and up to Winnipeg, Canada. This will allow Mexican trucks to haul goods along a 12-
lane superhighway through the heartland of the United States (5).

n In 2035, trucks are projected to carry 2.2 billion tons of international freight, valued at 
approximately $6.2 trillion. As for shipments moved by rail, the projection for 2035 is 397 
million tons, and the estimated value is $275 billion (6).

n Today the NAFTA truck route I-35 (north-south axis from Mexico straight to Canada) is a 
cause of concern for the environment and highway safety. The I-35 infrastructure is not 
adequate for the extra truck traffic.   The results are collapsed bridges, accidents, and 
bottlenecks in cities along the way. Evidence of increasing international trade truck traffic on 
I-35 through Minnesota raises concerns that NAFTA superhighway traffic contributed to the 
recent collapse of the freeway bridge in Minneapolis. WND The World Net Daily has 
unearthed a Federal Highway Administration report dating back to 1998 that warned 
increasing NAFTA truck traffic was expected to create a safety concern for bridges in the 
United States along the I-35 NAFTA superhighway (7).u
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Trucking n The United States is becoming a corridor for goods from Asia to move across North America, 
in both south-north and west-east directions.  The I-35 beginning at Laredo, TX became 
known as the NAFTA highway. Products from Maquiladoras and other international shipments 
are carried in trucks crossing at the Mexican-United States border at Laredo, TX.  Currently 
there are an estimated seven thousand trucks each way everyday.

n The trucking industry in Mexico has grown greatly with the increase in cross-border trade and 
the promise of open borders. Bilateral trade is currently valued at more than US $250,000 
million per year ind 85% is by "Transporte Terrestre" a Mexican Company (The Economist, 
Ibid.). The trucking fleet has been modernized, and the highway infrastructure and the 
training of the drivers have improved. Cross border services such as customs and 
immigration facilities have been updated. The Mexican government has initiated many of 
these improvements unilaterally (8).

n Under NAFTA, provisions were set for cross-border access of all three countries to take place 
by 1999, but the US still maintains a 25-mile limit into the country for Mexican 
trucks. September 6, 2007 was the first time a Mexican truck operated by “Transportes
Olympic” was allowed to cross into the U.S. at Laredo, Texas and be driven straight through to 
North Carolina.

n The teamsters union is fighting to keep Mexican trucks from crossing into the U.S., stating 
that the trucks are unsafe. They have convinced the public of this concern, but the real threat 
is competition for work and reduced wages.

n Mexican truck drivers will be hired to transport the goods on the NAFTA highway by truck 
through The United States to Kansas City, MO.  The teamsters claim that the Mexican drivers 
will earn one-third f the wages that union drivers make in the United States. 

n

n They offer a possible solution of unionizing the Mexican truck drivers and stabilizing fair 
wages for drivers on both sides of the border. Job security is really not a threat for American 
drivers because there is a shortage of drivers. Since the US trucking industry was deregulated 
fifteen years prior to NAFTA, the unions have been hard hit and lost leverage in the trucking 
industry.  The goal of the Teamster union is to reinforce their presence in the trucking industry 
again.  
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The Privatization of 
Mexican Ports  and United States Highways

n The increase of imported products from China has developed into the use of deep-water ports 
in Mexico, namely Puerto Lazaro Cardenas. The use of Mexican ports will create a north-
south axis in the truck trade route beginning at Puerto Lazaro Cardenas through Mexico, 
straight to the land port in Laredo, Texas. U.S. Interstate Highways 35 and 69 define this axis.

n The company Hutchison Whampoa Limited (or HWL) of Hong Kong owns the ports at both 
ends of the Panama Canal and controls the port of Lazaro Cardenas. This Fortune 500 
Company is the world's biggest port and tele-

n communications operator. Its businesses also include retail, property development and 
infrastructure (9).
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n As a partner of Cheung Kong Group, they are responsible for the Chinese goods 
traveling through Mexico via the Mexican ports.

The plan is to enable cheap products made in Asia to travel in sealed containers 
nonstop from the Far East by way of Mexico, through a ships-to-rail terminal at the 
port of Lazaro Cardenas in Mexico, then placed on the Kansas City Southern 
Railway de Mexico which they also own.  Then the cargo will move up the evolving 
trade corridor to Kansas City, Missouri, for the first inspection. Kansas City offers the 
opportunity for sealed cargo containers to travel to and from Mexican port cities with 
virtually no border delays (10).

The highway in the United States spans 1,585 miles, starting at Laredo, Texas, on 
the Mexican border, and then passing north through San Antonio, Dallas, Oklahoma 
City, Wichita, Kansas City, Des Moines, Minneapolis
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n Saint Paul, and the port of Duluth, on Lake Superior near the Canadian border. Seventy-four 
percent of the trucking traffic between Mexico and the United States takes I-35 through Texas. 
It is estimated that 5 million or more trucks a year will cross the border at Laredo (11).

n A combined Spanish-Australian and American company called Cintra-Zackery are planning a 
super highway infrastructure. The Cintra Company is headquartered in Madrid, Spain, 
and presently manages 21 toll highways (more than 2,000 km) in Spain, Portugal, Ireland, 
Italy, Chile, Canada and USA. Cintra 忙ackery is a private company vying to build the four-
football-field-wide super NAFTA highway. The company has been awarded contracts for the 
first part of the super highway called the Trans-Texas Corridor that is already underway in 
Texas. The highway will be a toll road that Cintra-Zackery will privately own. The Madrid, 
Spain-based Cintra has an 85 percent stake in the toll road, and San Antonio-based Zachry 
Construction Corp. has a 15 percent stake.  Cintra has offered to build the 316-mile road for 
$6 billion -- all privately funded -- and pledged $1.2 billion more for the Texas Department of 
Transportation to use on state highways along the corridor. In exchange, Cintra gets to keep 
all tolls for 50 years (12). 
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NAFTA Installation images

n This project is a multimedia video 
installation showing the increasing 
amount of imports to the United States 
and the issues raised in connection to 
the movement of freight by multinational 
companies on the NAFTA highway.
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NAFTA Installation

n For the installation, I used real material such as a truck 
door, a fence and a wood container. In addition there 
are three videos, photographs, posters of text, and a 
painting of a garment worker on a closet door.
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NAFTA Installation: Video of San Pedro Port
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NAFTA Trade Installation February 2008
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NAFTA Installation
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NAFTA Installation
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San Pedro Port, Long Beach. photograph
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“Truck auto body shop” Tijuana MX. photograph
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“Collage of paintings” oil and mixed media 12 ft by 12 ft
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“Untitled collage” mixed media, each panel 4ft by 8ft
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“Memory of a Strike” mixed media 34ft by 8ft panels
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